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Quantum spin liquid

• 1973: Anderson proposes the “Resonating 
Valence Bond” state (for triangular lattice)

• prototype of the modern QSL
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A modern view

• Instead of just being a disordered state, the key 
element of the QSL is long range entanglement 

• i.e. it cannot be regarded or even approximated 
as a product state over any finite blocks
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Symmetry
Long Range 

Entanglement

• Phases characterized by 
measurable order 
parameters
• Phases can “collapse” if 
symmetry is explicitly 
broken 

• Phases are distinct even in 
absence of any symmetry
• LRE can be measured 
directly non-locally, e.g. by 
entanglement entropy
• Supports excitations with 
exotic quantum numbers and 
statistics
• Describable by emergent 
gauge structure
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Classes of QSLs

• Topological QSLs

• full gap

• U(1) QSL

• gapless emergent “photon”

• Algebraic QSLs

• Relativistic CFT (power-laws)

• Spinon Fermi surface QSL
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Experimental challenges

• Quantum order of the ground state is 
intrinsically non-local: not visible to local or 
spatially averaged probes

• Signatures of quantum order are mainly in 
the excitations

• We can see these through 
thermodynamics or directly through 
scattering
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Rare earth pyrochlores

Introduction
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Ir4+: 5d5 Conduction electrons

Ln3+: (4f)n Localized moment
Magnetic frustration

Itinerant electron system 
on the pyrochlore lattice 

Ir[t2g]+O[2p] conduction band

Metal Insulator Transition
(Ln=Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho)

K. Matsuhira et al. : J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 76 (2007) 043706.
(Ln=Nd, Sm, Eu)

IrO6

Ln

O!

pyrochlore oxides

1

BO6

A

A2B2O7

probably the most studied, followed by the zirconates,
but many are still poorly represented in the literature.
Both the titanate and zirconate pyrochlores were first
reported by Roth !1956". Since then, over 1000 papers
have been published on the two families.

C. Metal-insulator transitions in the oxide pyrochlores

Two types of metal-insulator !MI" transitions occur in
the oxide pyrochlore family. First are those that, as a
function of a thermodynamic variable !e.g., temperature,
magnetic field, or pressure", change their transport prop-
erties, for example, Tl2Mn2O7 !Fujinaka et al., 1979".
Second, there is the series of compounds where the
room temperature character changes from metal to in-
sulator as the rare-earth ion changes, for example, the
molybdate !Greedan et al., 1986" or iridate series
!Yanagishima and Maeno, 2001". There appears to be
little controversy over the first class of MI transition;
however, for the second type the exact position of this
transition is a topic of debate. For example, in the mo-
lybdenum pyrochlore series, studies of their bulk prop-
erties have indicated a strong correlation between the
magnetism and electrical transport properties, i.e., in
early studies the ferromagnets were found to be metallic
while the paramagnets were insulating !Greedan et al.,
1987; Ali et al., 1989". Indeed, the dependence of the
lattice constant a0 on the A3+ radius showed a distinct
break at the MI boundary !see Fig. 7". In some subse-
quent studies, however, Gd2Mo2O7 is clearly insulating
!Cao et al., 1995; Kézsmárki et al., 2004". The initial stud-
ies were carried out on polycrystalline samples, pre-
pared between 1300 and 1400 °C and, in at least one
case, in a CO/CO2 “buffer gas” mixture which fixes the
oxygen partial pressure during synthesis !Greedan et al.,
1986". Several subsequent studies have used single crys-
tals grown by various methods above 1800 °C, including
melt and floating zone growths !Raju and Gougeon,
1995; Moritomo et al., 2001; Kézsmárki et al., 2004".

While the polycrystalline samples have been fairly well
characterized, including elemental analysis, thermal
gravimetric weight gain and measurement of the cubic
lattice constant a0, this is less true of the single crystals.
The differences between polycrystalline and single-
crystalline samples can be monitored most simply using
the unit cell constant as shown in Fig. 8 in which unpub-
lished data !Raju and Gougeon, 1995" for a selection of
single crystals of Gd2Mo2O7 are plotted. Note that as a0
increases the samples become more insulating. In all
cases, a0 for the crystals exceeds that for the metallic,
polycrystalline sample which is 10.337!1" Å. From accu-
rate structural data for the powders and single crystals, it
has been determined that the increase in a0 correlates
with an increase in the Mo-O distance as shown in Fig. 8.
The most likely origin of this systematic increase is the
substitution of the larger Mo3+ for Mo4+ which can arise
from oxygen deficiency in the crystals, resulting in the
formula Gd2Mo2!2x

4+Mo2x
3+O7!x. Note that other defect

mechanisms, such as vacancies on either the A or Mo

Possible A-site elements
and B site elements

FIG. 6. !Color online" Ele-
ments known to produce the
!3+ ,4+ " cubic pyrochlore ox-
ide phase.
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FIG. 7. Variation in unit cell constant and physical properties
of the series A2Mo2O7 with the A3+ radius. From Ali et al.,
1989.

63Gardner, Gingras, and Greedan: Magnetic pyrochlore oxides

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 1, January–March 2010

A (B) sublattice

From Gardner, 
Gingras, Greedan, 

RMP 2010.
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Local Physics

• 4f electrons are well localized: textbook 
example of Hund’s rules 

• Strong SOC: local J eigenstates split by 
crystal fields

• Result: typically the ground state is a 
doublet

• So there is typically an effective S=1/2 
description - with natural local quantization 
axis
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Spin ice

• Spins in Ho2Ti2O7, Dy2Ti2O7 have dominant 
NN Ising coupling Jzz enforcing classical 
2in-2out “ice rules” for T < few K

H ≈ Jzz
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Spin ice

�∇ ·�b = 0

�S ∼ �b

artificial magnetostatics: spins map to field lines

• Spins in Ho2Ti2O7, Dy2Ti2O7 have dominant 
NN Ising coupling Jzz enforcing classical 
2in-2out “ice rules” for T< few K



Spin ice

magnetic monopoles 
behave like diffusing 

ions in a 
polyelectrolyte

T. Fennell et al, 2009

pinch 
points

�∇ ·�b = 0

expt

NATURE PHYSICS DOI: 10.1038/NPHYS1227 LETTERS

a

b

Figure 1 | Spin-ice structure and emergence of monopoles. a, The
magnetic ions (Ho3+ or Dy3+) lie on the sites of the pyrochlore lattice and
are constrained to the bonds of the dual diamond lattice (dashed lines).
Local topological excitations 3 in–1 out or 3 out–1 in correspond to magnetic
monopoles with positive (blue sphere) or negative (red sphere) charges
respectively. b, The diamond lattice provides the skeleton for the network
of Dirac strings with the position of the monopole restricted to the vertices.
The orientation of the Dirac strings shows the direction of the local field
lines in H.

anArrhenius law τ =τ0 exp(2 Jeff/kBT ), as shownby the red curve in
Fig. 2. The timescale τ0 is fixed by fitting to the experimental time
at 4 K with Jeff = 1.11K, the value estimated for Dy2Ti207 (ref. 7).
2 Jeff is the energy cost of a single, free topological defect in the
nearest-neighbour approximation and is half that for a single spin
flip. The calculation fits the data over the low-temperature part
of the quasi-plateau region, where one expects a significant defect
concentration without any double defects (4-in or 4-out), and gives
surprisingly good qualitative agreement at lower temperature, as
the concentration decreases. Although still in the tunnelling regime,
the plateau region corresponds to high temperature for the effective
Ising system. Good agreement here provides a stringent test and any
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Figure 2 | Relaxation timescales τ in Dy2Ti2O7: experiment and
simulation. The experimental data (crosses) are from Snyder et al.3. The
Arrhenius law (red line) represents the free diffusion of topological defects
in the nearest-neighbour model. The relaxation timescale of the Dirac
string network driven by Metropolis dynamics of magnetic monopoles has
been obtained for fixed chemical potential (pink filled triangles) and with µ

varying slowly to match the defect concentration in dipolar spin ice (blue
filled circles). The temperature scale is fixed without any free parameters.
Inset: The same data shown in the low-temperature region.

theory not fitting must be discarded. The above expression clearly
does a good job, enabling us to equate τ0 with the microscopic
tunnelling time. This test therefore already provides very strong
evidence for the fractionalization ofmagnetic charge2 and the diffu-
sion of unconfined particles.However, this (or any other) Arrhenius
function ultimately fails, underestimating the timescale at very low
temperature: although it is possible to fit the data reasonably below
2K by a single exponential function by varying the barrier height,
simultaneous agreement along the plateau and at lower temperature
is impossible. The role of the missing Coulomb interaction is there-
fore clear: although non-confining, it must considerably increase
the relaxation timescale by modifying the defect concentration and
slowing downdiffusion through the creation of locally boundpairs.

We have tested this idea by directly simulating a Coulomb gas of
magnetically charged particles (monopoles), in the grand canonical
ensemble, occupying the sites of the diamond lattice. The magnetic
charge is taken as qi = ±q. In the grand canonical ensemble, the
chemical potential is an independent variable, of which the value in
the correspondingmagnetic experiment is unknown. In a first series
of simulations, we have estimated it numerically by calculating
the difference between the Coulomb energy gained by creating
a pair of neighbouring magnetic monopoles and that required
to produce a pair of topological defects in the dipolar spin-ice
model, with parameters taken from ref. 7, giving a configurationally
averaged estimate µ/kB = 8.92K. In a second series of simulations,
µ was taken as the value required to reproduce the same defect
concentration as in a simulation of dipolar spin ice at temperature
T . Here, µ varied only by 3%, with the same mean value as
in the first series, showing that our procedure is consistent. The
chemical potential used is thus not a free parameter. As the
Coulomb interaction is long-ranged, we treat a finite system
using the Ewald summation method20,21. The monopoles hop
between nearest-neighbour sites through the Metropolis Monte
Carlo algorithm, giving diffusive dynamics, but with a further local
constraint: in the spin model a 3 in–1 out topological defect can
move at low energy cost by flipping one of the 3-in spins, the
direction of the out-spin being barred by an energy barrier of
8 Jeff. An isolated monopole can therefore hop to only 3 out of
4 of its nearest-neighbour sites, dictated by an oriented network
of constrained trajectories similar to the ensemble of classical

NATURE PHYSICS | VOL 5 | APRIL 2009 | www.nature.com/naturephysics 259

Jaubert and 
Holdsworth

Castelnovo 
et al, 2008
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Spin interactions
• Same parameters reproduce B=2T data
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A flurry of recen
t theoreti

cal and
experim

ental wo
rk has highligh

ted exotic physics
in the clas-

sical dip
olar spin ice compounds,

Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7, whi
ch have been shown to exhibit

an

emergent “artifici
al magnetost

atics”, m
anifestin

g as Coulom
bic diffuse spin correlat

ions and parti-

cles behavin
g as diffusive

“magnetic
monopole

s”. Here we discuss
the related

material Y
b2Ti2O7,

and extract
its full set

of Hamiltonian
parameters from high field inelastic

neutron
scatterin

g ex-

periments. These results
show that Yb2Ti2O7 is in fact a highly quantum

analog
of spin ice.

Furtherm
ore we show that the

Hamiltonian
may support

a Coulom
bic quantum

spin liquid ground

state in low field, wh
ich could explain

some puzzling
features

in prior ex
periments. Th

is is the
first

potentia
l sightin

g of a quantum
spin liquid state in a material i

n which the spin Hamiltonian
is

quantita
tively known,

and opens th
e door to

a wide range of fascin
ating phenom

ena that up
to now

have been discusse
d only theoreti

cally.

Rare earth pyrochlo
res display

a diverse
set of fasci-

nating physical
phenom

ena.
1 One of the most interest-

ing aspects
of these materials

from the point of view

of funda
mental ph

ysics is the strong frustrati
on experi-

enced by coupled
magnetic m

oments on this latt
ice. The

best exp
lored materials

exhibitin
g this fru

stration
are the

“spin-ice
” compounds,

Ho2Ti2O7, Dy2Ti2O7, in which

the moments can be regarded
as classical

spins with a

strong easy-axi
s (Ising)

anisotro
py2

,3 . The fr
ustration

of

these moments resu
lts in a remarkable

classical
spin liq-

uid regime exhibitin
g Coulombic correlati

ons and emer-

gent “magnetic
monopole”

excitatio
ns that have now

been studied
extensiv

ely in theory and experim
ent

4–6 .

Strong quantum
effects a

re absen
t in the spin

ice com-

pounds,
but can

be significa
nt in rare earth pyrochlo

res

with easy-pla
ne rather than easy-axi

s anisotro
py. The

materials
Yb2Ti2O7 and Er2Ti2O7 have been identifie

d

as of this type, and it has recently
been argued

that

the spins in these materials
are controlle

d by exchang
e

coupling
rather t

han the long-ran
ge dipolar

interacti
ons

which dominate in spin ice
11,17 . Because

of the strong

spin-orb
it and crystal fi

eld effects, t
he spin dynamics at

low temperature
is dominated by a single Kramers dou-

blet form
ed out of th

e underl
ying J = 7/2 Yb

3+ spins in

Yb2Ti2O7. This can be consider
ed as an effective

spin

S = 1/2 moment, for
which the stronges

t possib
le quan-

tum effects are expected
. This makes these materials

nearly unique e
xamples of s

trongly
quantum

magnets o
n

the highly frustrate
d pyrochlo

re lattice.
They are also

nearly ideal su
bjects for detailed

experim
ental in

vesti-

gation,
existing

as they do in large high purity single

crystals,
and with large magnetic

moments am
enable to

neutron
scatterin

g studies.

Theoret
ical stud

ies have pointed
to the likelihoo

d of

unusual
ground

states of quant
um antiferro

magnets on

the pyrochlo
re lattice.

Most excit
ing is the possibili

ty of

a quantum
spin liquid (QSL) state, w

hich avoids mag-

netic ord
ering and freezing

even at absolu
te zero temper-

FIG. 1. (color online)
The measured

S(Q,ω) at T=30mK,

sliced along various
direction

s in the [HHL] plane
, for both

µ0H=5T (first row) and µ0H=2T (third row). The second

and fourth row show the calculat
ed spectrum

for these two

field strength
s, based

on an anisotro
pic exchang

e model wit
h

five free parameters (see text) that were extracte
d by fitting

to the 5T data set. For
a realistic

comparison
to the data

, the

calculat
ed S(Q,ω) is co

nvoluted
with a gaussian

of full-w
idth

0.09meV. Both the 2T and 5T data sets, com
prised of spin

wave dispersi
ons alon

g five different
direction

s, are describe
d

extremely well by
the same parameters.

ature, an
d whose elementary excitatio

ns carry
fractiona

l

quantum
numbers and

are decidedl
y different

from spin

waves
7 . Intriguin

gly, neutron
scatterin

g measurem
ents

have reported
a lack of magnetic

ordering
and the ab-

sence of spin
waves in Yb2Ti2O7 at low fields

8,9 . In a

recent st
udy, sha

rp spin waves em
erged when a magnetic

field of 0.5T
or larger was applied,

suggesti
ng that the

system transitio
ned into a conventi

onal sta
te9 . The

pos-

Jzz = 0.17±0.04 meV
J± = 0.05±0.01 meV Jz± = 0.14±0.01 meV J±± = 0.05±0.01 meV

Sign and magnitudes of Ja make it really 
appropriate to call Yb2Ti2O7 “quantum spin ice”

K. Ross, L. Savary, B. 
Gaulin, and LB, PRX 
1, 021002 (2011)



Fluctuations

• Comparison with mean field theory fails 
badly at low field
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110MFT predicts 
an ordered 
ferromagnet 

here

thermodynamic phase 
transition observed here:

14 times lower temperature 
than mean field Tc



Model Check?

• Zero parameter fit to intermediate 
temperature specific heat!

3

FIG. 2: Specific heat, C(T ), per mole of Yb for the model
parameters in Ref. [18], in units of the Boltzmann constant
kB, calculated via NLC (up to 4th order NLC together with
Euler extrapolations) are compared with experimental data
for Yb2Ti2O7. The black circles are data from Ref. [27].

order in !, only Jz±, by far the largest quantum term
for YbTO, leads to a degeneracy-lifting classical poten-
tial for di!erent spin-ice configurations. It amounts to
a fluctuation-induced ferromagnetic exchange constant
J3 ! "3!2J2

z±/Jzz [25] between shortest distance spins
on the same tetrahedral sublattice that share a neigh-
bor [35]. It leads to the selection of a q = 0 long-range
ordered ground state in which all tetrahedra are in the
same configuration and the spins develop a small ferro-
magnetic moment along one of the #100$ cubic directions.
This q = 0 ferrimagnet (FM) lacks the Coulombic physics
originally present in the Jzz-only spin ice model [36].
To calculate C(T ) and S(T ) in the perturbative regime

at low T , we turn to classical loop Monte Carlo simula-
tions [37] of the J3 " Jzz model [32]. These reveal a
very sharp lower temperature peak signalling a first or-
der phase transition to a q = 0 state (see Fig. S5 [32]).
Excited states in the perturbative regime: spinons and

strings – A surprise of the perturbative treatment is that,
while the ground state is classical, the spin-flip excita-
tions remain non-trivial and of quantum nature. This is
because, once a spin is flipped in a spin-ice state, creating
a spinon/antispinon pair [11], the pair can hop through
Jz± acting through first order degenerate perturbation
theory. Thus, the dispersion in the excited state man-
ifold is !Jz±, much larger than the dispersion within
the low-energy manifold of spin ice states, which is only
!2J2

z±/Jzz.
A sketch of a spinon/antispinon pair is shown in Fig.

1b and 1c. Note that only spins inside the tetrahedron
“already” containing spinons are flippable in first order

FIG. 3: Entropy, S(T ), per mole of Yb, in units kB following
the methods described in the caption of Fig. 2. The black
circles are obtained by integrating the data from Ref. [27]
excluding the nuclear (hyperfine) contribution. The Pauling
entropy SP !

kB

2
ln 3

2
is shown as a horizontal line. The inset

shows S(T ) in the perturbative regime with J3/Jzz = "0.001.
A clear plateau at S(T ) # SP is seen, followed at lower T by
a precipitous drop of S(T ) (i.e. latent heat) accompanying
the transition to long range FM order [32].

degenerate perturbation theory. Hence, the connecting
string of misaligned spins can only fluctuate by higher
order processes involving closed loops with alternating
in-out spins [26]. Thus the renormalized string tension
per unit length remains finite and of order J3. One can
estimate the typical string length as the length, ls, at
which the cost of the string becomes comparable to the
delocalization energy of the spinon/antispinon pair. The
string energy per unit length goes as % J3 % !2, whereas
the delocalization energy (spinon bandwidth) goes as !.
This leads to ls scaling as 1/!, which diverges as ! & 0.
A detailed theory of neutron scattering in this ferri-

magnetic phase is not attempted here, but we anticipate
it to follow the proposal of Ref. [26]. At temperatures
above the transition to the q = 0 long-range ordered
state, the system explores the classical two-in/two-out
spin ice states and should display singularities (pinch
points, PPs) in neutron scattering [36] rounded o! by
the finite density of thermally excited spinon/antispinon
defects [11, 36]. While the system has thermally smeared
PPs above the ferrimagnetic transition and no static PPs
well below the transition, it may display some remnant
of PPs in the spin dynamics at higher energies. These
interesting issues deserve further attention.
Beyond the ! ' 1 regime – Why is the transition

temperature of YbTO so low? As discussed by Ross et
al. [18], the low T peak in C(T ) is at a temperature lower
than mean-field theory by an order of magnitude. Com-

Applegate et al, 
arXiv:1203.4569



T=0 Phase Diagram

J±/Jzz

J++/Jzz

Jz±/Jzz

• Quantum pyrochlores: Yb2Ti2O7, Er2Ti2O7, 
Tb2Ti2O7, Pr2Zr2O7, ...spinels?



T=0 Phase Diagram

J±/Jzz

J++/Jzz

Jz±/Jzz

QSL

spin 
ice

M. Hermele, MPA Fisher, L. Balents, 2004 
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• Hermele et al, 2004: should be in a quantum 
spin liquid state for J+-<< Jzz

• Described by a U(1) gauge theory due to 
effective O[(J+-)3] processes

• Banerjee et al, 2008: confirmed by QMC 
simulations



Fluctating strings



Fluctuating strings



Fluctuating strings



Fluctuating strings

Hermele et al: regard the strings as “electric field” 
lines fluctuating in the vacuum (no defect tetrahedra)



Gauge theory

• Order by order in J+-, the effective 
Hamiltonian can be mapped to a gauge 
theory

compact U(1) gauge theory

Sz
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S±
i = e±iAab

Hring = −K
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confusion: “B” in spin 
ice community



Excitations

• Where spin ice realizes “emergent 
magnetostatics”, the U(1) QSL is “emergent 
compact quantum electrodynamics”

• coherent propagating monopoles = 
“spinons”

• dual (electric) monopoles 

• artificial photon: gapless!



T=0 Phase Diagram

J±/Jzz

J++/Jzz

Jz±/Jzz

QSL

non-perturbative approach?



Slave rotor formulation

• Exact reformulation of Hamiltonian

• Meaning:

•      is gauge (monopole/spinon) charge

•               is spinon annihilation operator

Qa = (−1)a
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i = Φ†

aΦbs
±
ab
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Slave rotor formulation

• Exact reformulation of Hamiltonian

• Gauge symmetry

•               play the role of gauge fields

Qa = (−1)a
�
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iθa

S±
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aΦbs
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Sz
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s±ab = eiAab



Gauge Theory
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• Problem is exactly reformulated as a lattice 
compact abelian Higgs theory

• Can apply standard mean-field methods for 
lattice gauge theory (Wilson 1974...)
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Finally, to render the mean-field problem solvable, we439

replace the constraint |!r| = 1 by the softened constraint440

!|!r|2" = 1, and implement the latter by including a Lagrange441

multiplier term for each sublattice into the action S!.442

Using this formulation, the mean-field Hamiltonian allows443

one to calculate !HQED" [Eq. (11)] and minimize this varia-444

tional energy. We found and compared several self-consistent445

solutions of the gMFT equations, which are subsets of the446

general Ansatz given above. First, we considered two limits447

allowing for pairing, or A-B sublattice mixing, but not both,448

(i) "µ = 0, #
A(B)
0 #= 0, #A(B)

µ$ #= 0, (30)

(ii) "µ #= 0, #
A(B)
0 = #A(B)

µ$ = 0. (31)

While self-consistent solutions may be found for both these449

cases, we find that the minimum-energy solutions always have450

either vanishing pairing/sublattice mixing (i.e., describe the451

U (1) QSL) or exhibit spinon condensation.452

However, both condensed solutions are unnatural, insofar453

as once a single ! field is condensed, all the expectation454

values #
A/B
0 ,#

A/B
i ,"µ would be expected to be nonzero.455

Guided by the above cases, we found a self-consistent Ansatz456

where all these were allowed to be nonvanishing, with the457

relations #A
0 = #B

0 ,
!

µ #=$ %µ$#
B
µ$ =

!
µ #=$ % $

µ$#
A
µ$ #= 0 and458

"0 = "i = %"j = %"k #= 0, for {i,j,k} and permutation of459

{1,2,3}. This more general Ansatz describes both condensed460

and uncondensed states, and was found to capture all the461

physical minimum-energy solutions.462

2. Spinon condensation463

In the gMFT scheme used here, Higgs phases in which464

the single spinon field is condensed, !!r" #= 0, also occur.465

This may appear surprising since the single spinon field was466

not introduced explicitly as an order parameter [see Eqs. (13)467

and (14)]. Instead, spinon condensation occurs, as discussed468

in Ref. 15, via the same mechanism as does Bose-Einstein469

condensation in the noninteracting Bose gas. In particular,470

when a condensate is present, the Lagrange multiplier & adjusts471

itself self-consistently so that the minimum energy spinon state472

lies, in the thermodynamic limit, at precisely zero energy.473

For large but finite volume, a nonintensive part of the &474

leads to and controls the condensate, manifesting itself via475

off-diagonal long-range order in the spinon Green’s function.476

This is discussed in more detail in Appendix. Captured in this477

way, spinon condensation does not introduce any additional478

self-consistent variables, and only requires careful treatment479

of any zero energy modes and the infinite volume limit. This480

in turn means that the above Ansätze describe Higgs phases as481

well, for appropriate values of parameters.482

C. Gauge mean-field theory phase diagram483

We minimized the variational energy using the above484

Ansatz numerically (see Appendix for the formulation of the485

variational energy). In fact, the self-consistent gMFT equations486

are solved for any local minima of the variational energy, so487

it is sufficient to search for the global minimum of the latter.488

That determines the T = 0 phase diagram as a function of489

J±/Jzz > 0 and J±±/Jzz (we assume Jzz > 0 throughout).490

Note that by a canonical transformation, S± & ±iS±, we491
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FIG. 3. Phase diagram of two dimensionless parameters J±/Jzz

vs J±±/Jzz. Four distinct phases exist: classical spin ice (at the origin),
U (1) QSL, AFQ, and FQ. (more details in the main context)

can always choose J±± > 0, without loss of generality. The 492

results are shown in Fig. 3. 493

The full phase diagram contains three distinct phases 494

in addition to the classical point corresponding to the 495

nearest-neighbor spin ice: a deconfined U (1) QSL phase and 496

two Higgs phases, corresponding to XY ferro-pseudospin 497

(antiferroquadrupolar) and antiferropseudospin (noncoplanar 498

ferroquadrupolar) orders. Unfortunately, the Z2 spin liquid 499

phase with nonzero pairing but a spinon gap is never 500

the minimum-energy solution. The QSL or Coulomb 501

phase occurs in the small J±,J±± region, consistent with 502

perturbative expectations. In this model, infinitesimal J± 503

and/or J±± interactions melt the classical spin ice, creating 504

a dynamical photon excitation and emergent quantum 505

electrodynamics. This phase is found to be more stable against 506

J±± than to Jz±, the latter having been studied already in 507

Ref. 15. 508

The Higgs or ordered phases merit some further description. 509

With increasing J±/Jzz but J±± = 0, the U (1) QSL phase 510

remains stable until J±
Jzz

|c ' 0.19, at which spinons start to 511

condense at a wave vector k0 ( 0 for both A and B sublattices. 512

This induces a classical XY order categorized in Table II and 513

has the ordering structure shown in Fig. 4(a). This phase has 514

already been obtained by a classical MF analysis,10 and in 515

gMFT for J±± = 0.15 From Eqs. (17) and (18), the spinon 516

condensate at k0 yields a ferroic ordering of the XY component 517

of pseudospins, for instance, given by 518

!)Si" '
""'k0

""2
x̂i , (32)

for pseudospin on sublattice i. It spontaneously breaks the 519

threefold rotational symmetry while the twofold rotational 520

symmetries are preserved. This ferropseudospin ordering 521

structure is interpreted as an antiferroquadrupolar order for 522

Pr3+ case as is clear from Eq. (3) and the relation
!3

i=0 x̂i = 0. 523

Namely, it produces an f -electron distribution shown in 524

Fig. 4(a). When J±± > 0 is sufficiently large and J± is small, 525

the QSL becomes unstable to a different Higgs phase, with 526

spinon condensation at k̃0 ( 2( (100) or the symmetry-related 527

points, on both A and B sublattices. Note that quantitatively 528

the QSL phase is wider in the J±± direction than in the J± one: 529

004400-7

• Non-Kramers ion: Jz±=0

• S± = quadrupolar operator
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Finally, to render the mean-field problem solvable, we439

replace the constraint |!r| = 1 by the softened constraint440

!|!r|2" = 1, and implement the latter by including a Lagrange441

multiplier term for each sublattice into the action S!.442

Using this formulation, the mean-field Hamiltonian allows443

one to calculate !HQED" [Eq. (11)] and minimize this varia-444

tional energy. We found and compared several self-consistent445

solutions of the gMFT equations, which are subsets of the446

general Ansatz given above. First, we considered two limits447

allowing for pairing, or A-B sublattice mixing, but not both,448

(i) "µ = 0, #
A(B)
0 #= 0, #A(B)

µ$ #= 0, (30)

(ii) "µ #= 0, #
A(B)
0 = #A(B)

µ$ = 0. (31)

While self-consistent solutions may be found for both these449

cases, we find that the minimum-energy solutions always have450

either vanishing pairing/sublattice mixing (i.e., describe the451

U (1) QSL) or exhibit spinon condensation.452

However, both condensed solutions are unnatural, insofar453

as once a single ! field is condensed, all the expectation454

values #
A/B
0 ,#

A/B
i ,"µ would be expected to be nonzero.455

Guided by the above cases, we found a self-consistent Ansatz456

where all these were allowed to be nonvanishing, with the457

relations #A
0 = #B

0 ,
!

µ #=$ %µ$#
B
µ$ =

!
µ #=$ % $

µ$#
A
µ$ #= 0 and458

"0 = "i = %"j = %"k #= 0, for {i,j,k} and permutation of459

{1,2,3}. This more general Ansatz describes both condensed460

and uncondensed states, and was found to capture all the461

physical minimum-energy solutions.462

2. Spinon condensation463

In the gMFT scheme used here, Higgs phases in which464

the single spinon field is condensed, !!r" #= 0, also occur.465

This may appear surprising since the single spinon field was466

not introduced explicitly as an order parameter [see Eqs. (13)467

and (14)]. Instead, spinon condensation occurs, as discussed468

in Ref. 15, via the same mechanism as does Bose-Einstein469

condensation in the noninteracting Bose gas. In particular,470

when a condensate is present, the Lagrange multiplier & adjusts471

itself self-consistently so that the minimum energy spinon state472

lies, in the thermodynamic limit, at precisely zero energy.473

For large but finite volume, a nonintensive part of the &474

leads to and controls the condensate, manifesting itself via475

off-diagonal long-range order in the spinon Green’s function.476

This is discussed in more detail in Appendix. Captured in this477

way, spinon condensation does not introduce any additional478

self-consistent variables, and only requires careful treatment479

of any zero energy modes and the infinite volume limit. This480

in turn means that the above Ansätze describe Higgs phases as481

well, for appropriate values of parameters.482

C. Gauge mean-field theory phase diagram483

We minimized the variational energy using the above484

Ansatz numerically (see Appendix for the formulation of the485

variational energy). In fact, the self-consistent gMFT equations486

are solved for any local minima of the variational energy, so487

it is sufficient to search for the global minimum of the latter.488

That determines the T = 0 phase diagram as a function of489

J±/Jzz > 0 and J±±/Jzz (we assume Jzz > 0 throughout).490

Note that by a canonical transformation, S± & ±iS±, we491
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FIG. 3. Phase diagram of two dimensionless parameters J±/Jzz

vs J±±/Jzz. Four distinct phases exist: classical spin ice (at the origin),
U (1) QSL, AFQ, and FQ. (more details in the main context)

can always choose J±± > 0, without loss of generality. The 492

results are shown in Fig. 3. 493

The full phase diagram contains three distinct phases 494

in addition to the classical point corresponding to the 495

nearest-neighbor spin ice: a deconfined U (1) QSL phase and 496

two Higgs phases, corresponding to XY ferro-pseudospin 497

(antiferroquadrupolar) and antiferropseudospin (noncoplanar 498

ferroquadrupolar) orders. Unfortunately, the Z2 spin liquid 499

phase with nonzero pairing but a spinon gap is never 500

the minimum-energy solution. The QSL or Coulomb 501

phase occurs in the small J±,J±± region, consistent with 502

perturbative expectations. In this model, infinitesimal J± 503

and/or J±± interactions melt the classical spin ice, creating 504

a dynamical photon excitation and emergent quantum 505

electrodynamics. This phase is found to be more stable against 506

J±± than to Jz±, the latter having been studied already in 507

Ref. 15. 508

The Higgs or ordered phases merit some further description. 509

With increasing J±/Jzz but J±± = 0, the U (1) QSL phase 510

remains stable until J±
Jzz

|c ' 0.19, at which spinons start to 511

condense at a wave vector k0 ( 0 for both A and B sublattices. 512

This induces a classical XY order categorized in Table II and 513

has the ordering structure shown in Fig. 4(a). This phase has 514

already been obtained by a classical MF analysis,10 and in 515

gMFT for J±± = 0.15 From Eqs. (17) and (18), the spinon 516

condensate at k0 yields a ferroic ordering of the XY component 517

of pseudospins, for instance, given by 518

!)Si" '
""'k0

""2
x̂i , (32)

for pseudospin on sublattice i. It spontaneously breaks the 519

threefold rotational symmetry while the twofold rotational 520

symmetries are preserved. This ferropseudospin ordering 521

structure is interpreted as an antiferroquadrupolar order for 522

Pr3+ case as is clear from Eq. (3) and the relation
!3

i=0 x̂i = 0. 523

Namely, it produces an f -electron distribution shown in 524

Fig. 4(a). When J±± > 0 is sufficiently large and J± is small, 525

the QSL becomes unstable to a different Higgs phase, with 526

spinon condensation at k̃0 ( 2( (100) or the symmetry-related 527

points, on both A and B sublattices. Note that quantitatively 528

the QSL phase is wider in the J±± direction than in the J± one: 529
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• J± < 0 (AF) may be relevant?

• much stabler QSL expected
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Outline

• Quantum spin liquids

• Spin ice pyrochlores

• Quantum spin ice: model and QSL

• Experimental signatures and issues



Experiments

• How would we know we found the QSL?

• What are the effects of thermal 
fluctuations?  



Experiments

• How would we know we found the QSL?

• Neutron scattering

• Thermodynamics



Neutron scattering

• Spinons (monopoles)

• These carry emergent 
gauge charge, and so are 
intrinsically non-local 
objects.  They can only 
be created in pairs by 
the neutron 

• Will give continuum 
scattering above a gap

E

k



Neutron scattering
• Photon

• The neutral photon can be 
created by interaction with 
the neutron (this relies on 
spin-orbit coupling,)

• It gives a sharp, gapless 
mode, with peculiar low 
intensity at low energy

• Pinch points are absent in 
static structure factor due to 
same suppression

3

FIG. 2: (Color online). An illustration of the simplest tunnelling
process between different spin-ice configurations. The ice rules dic-
tate that each tetrahedron within the lattice has two spins which point
“in”, and two which point “out”. Where these spins form a closed
loop on a hexagonal plaquette — here shaded red — the sense of
each spin within the loop can be reversed to give a new configuration
which also obeys the ice rules.

where

!Hµ = µ
!

!

"

|!!"! |+ |"!"" |
#

. (5)

This makes it possible to fine-tune the model to an exactly sol-
uble Rokhsar-Kivelson (RK) point g = µ, where the ground
state wave is an equally-weighted sum of all possible ice
(dimer) configurations46. The authors then argued, by con-
tinuity, that a quantum liquid phase would occur for a finite
range of parameters µ # 1 bordering on the RK point43,44.
The most striking feature of this quantum liquid is “light”.

The ice rules constraint Eq. (1) is most conveniently resolved
as

B(r) = #$A(r) , (6)

and the new feature which enters where there is tunnelling be-
tween ice configurations is the fluctuation in time of the gauge
field A(r). In conventional electromagnetism, this gives rise
to an electric field

E(r) = %
"A(r)

"t
. (7)

The bold conjecture of Moessner and Sondhi43, put on a mi-
croscopic footing by Hermele et al.44, and Castro-Neto et
al.45, was that tunnelling between dimer (ice) configurations
could give rise to a state governed by the Maxwell action

SMaxwell =
1

8#

$

dtd3r

%

E(r)2 % c2B(r)2
&

(8)

Such a state would automatically support linearly-dispersing
transverse excitations of the gauge fieldA— “photons”, with
a speed of “light” c. On the lattice, such a magnetic photon
would have a dispersion $(k) of the form illustrated in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3: (Color online). Ghostly magnetic “photon” excitation as
it might appear in an inelastic neutron scattering experiment on a
quantum spin ice realising a quantum ice ground state. The photon
dispersion !(k) is taken from lattice gauge theory developed in Sec-
tion II C of this paper, convoluted with a Gaussian representing the
finite energy resolution of the instrument. The intensity of scattering
vanishes as I ! !(k) at low energies.

Moreover, the fact that the spins now fluctuate in time, as
well as space, introduces an additional power of k in spin cor-
relations44,45,

"Sµ(%k)S!(k)!quantum & k

'

!µ! %
kµk!
k2

(

, (9)

which serves to eliminate the pinch points seen in neutron
scattering [Fig. 1(b)]47 . More formally, this theory is a com-
pact, frustrated U(1) gauge theory on a diamond lattice, and
we will refer to the liquid state it describes as the quantum
U(1) liquid below.
The degree of fine-tuning involved in these arguments

might seem to render them of purely academic interest. How-
ever the idea of a quantum U(1) liquid found strong support
in finite-temperature quantum Monte Carlo simulations of an
ice-type model of frustrated charge order on the pyrochlore
lattice48. Subsequently, it has proved possible to determine
the ground state phase diagrams of both the quantum dimer
model on diamond lattice, and the quantum ice model of Her-
mele et al., from zero-temperature quantumMonte Carlo sim-
ulations47,49,50. Both models contains extended regions of a
quantum liquid phase, connecting to the RK point. In both
cases, this quantum liquid has low energy excitations which
are described by a lattice analogue of quantum electromag-
netism47,49,50. Significantly, in the case of the quantum ice
model, this quantum liquid phase encompasses the “physical”
point of the model µ = 0, and so does not require any fine-
tuning [Fig. 4]47.
The theoretical possibility of a three-dimensional spin-

liquid state with excitations described by a lattice analogue
of quantum electromagnetism is now well-established. What
remains is to connect these ideas with experiments. The pur-
pose of this paper is therefore to set out predictions for the
correlations which would be measured in neutron scattering
experiments, if such a state were realised in a spin-ice ma-
terial. For concreteness, we work with the minimal lattice

I(ω) ~ ω
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Thermodynamics

• Since ω ~ vph k, it is similar to the 
thermodynamics of phonons, except vph << vsound

• The photon mode should dominate the 
thermodynamics at kT << vph/a, the photon’s 
Debye temperature

• Specific heat and thermal conductivity ~ AT3, 
by with A enhanced by > 103 compared to 
phonons!

• Challenge: this is all very low temperature where 
nuclear contributions may dominate



Experiments

• What are the effects of thermal fluctuations?  

• If the ground state is a QSL (or CFM), 
then at sufficiently low T we have a weakly 
excited system with a low density of 
thermally excited spinons, monopoles and 
photons

• At higher T, one may pass to a regime 
where spin fluctuations are classical  
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Discovery?
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Higgs transition from a magnetic Coulomb liquid to a fer-
romagnet in Yb2Ti2O7

Lieh-Jeng Chang1,2, Shigeki Onoda3, Yixi Su4, Ying-Jer Kao5, Ku-Ding Tsuei6, Yukio Yasui7,8,
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In a class of frustrated magnets known as spin ice, magnetic monopoles emerge as classical

defects and interact via the magnetic Coulomb law. With quantum-mechanical interactions,

these magnetic charges are carried by fractionalised bosonic quasi-particles, spinons, which

1
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Higgs Transition?

• Not sure what it means

• They observe:

• transition is first order

• quasi-pinch points above Tc

Figure 1.

24

Figure 2.

25

T=0.3K
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Higgs transition?

• Are the T>0 transitions Higgs type?

• Problem: at T>0, thermally excited 
monopoles confine the spinons 

• Unless the correlation length is shorter 
than the confinement length, one cannot 
view the spinon fields as order parameters

• However, the confinement itself is interesting
�eiAab�→ 0?



Possible picture

• Paramagnetic phase is 
somewhat like classical 
spin ice, T << Jzz

• Lots of residual entropy

• Can be a “catastrophic” 
collapse of QSL to gain 
the spin ice entropy

• Precisely this happens in 
gMFT: T>0 confinement

note: quasi-horizontal boundaries 
are all confinement transitions



Possible picture

• Paramagnetic phase is 
somewhat like classical 
spin ice, T << Jzz

• Lots of residual entropy

• Can be a “catastrophic” 
collapse of QSL to gain 
the spin ice entropy

• Precisely this happens in 
gMFT: T>0 confinement

picture of classical spin ice above 
Tc might explain both pinch 

points and order of transition



Issues

• Most important: is there a quantum spin ice 
that really has a QSL ground state?  Can we 
tune there?

• Can we understand process of 
confinement?  Inelastic spectra?

• Quantum phase transitions?  Metallic 
systems? Disorder?



gMFT Phase diagram


